Abstract

Data sets with large value range are difficult to visualize with traditional linear bar charts. Usually, a logarithmic scale is used in these cases. However, the logarithmic scale suffers from non-linearity. Recently, scale-stack bar charts and magnitude markers, improve the readability of values. However, they have other disadvantages such as various scales or several objects for visualizing one value. We propose the width-scale bar chart that uses width, height and color to cover a large value range within one linear scale. A quantitative user study shows advantages of our design – especially for reading values.

1. Introduction

Large value ranges appear often in various data. Examples include population count of various countries [Eur20]. Each data set contains several values. Using scientific notation \( v = m \times 10^e \) this example contains values with differences in their exponents between four and eight. We consider this ‘data with large value ranges’.

When data with large value ranges are visualized for their exploration, the major tasks are for reading values, comparing values, determining ratios of values, identifying extrema, sorting values or determining trends in the data [TM04, AES05]. The common visualization method is a bar chart with linear (LIN) (Fig. 1a) or logarithmic (LOG) (Fig. 1b) scale. LOG scale [Tuk77] can display larger value ranges more accurately, but increases difficulties in reading exact values due to its non-linearity [HSBW13]. Therefore, recently two special approaches, i.e., scale-stack bar charts (SSB) (Fig. 1c) and order of magnitude markers (OMM) (Fig. 1d), have been proposed. They improve the readability of values, but require several scales (SSB) or multiple encoding of values (OMM). Thus, reading values is potentially more difficult.

We present a novel approach to visualize data with large value ranges: the width-scale bar chart (WSB). With our new technique, bars can be arranged into one single scale (in contrast to SSB) by one bar object (in contrast to OMM). We compared our approach with LIN and LOG bar charts as well as the SSB and the OMM designs in an empirical user study. The results show, that our new design performs significantly better for reading values than all other designs and has comparable performance to the best design for determining ratios, sorting and find extrema.

2. Related Work

In addition to LIN and LOG design, Isenberg et al. [IBDF11] presented a technique where the x-axis can be locally transformed to show adequately dense data. Their evaluation showed that transformation of y-axis performs better than transformation of x-axis. One option is to use cut-off bars or scale break [CM86]. Recent techniques use the normalized scientific notation \( m \times 10^e \) where \( 1 \leq m < 10 \) and \( e \in \mathbb{Z} \).

Scale-stack bar charts [HSBW13] use several scales to represent the values - one scale for every distinct exponent \( e \). Within each scale the mantissa \( m \) is represented linearly (see Fig. 1c). Order of magnitude markers [BDJ14] use different elements to visualize the mantissa \( m \) and the exponent \( e \). The mantissa is displayed as a thin colored bar with height of \( m \) in front of a thicker gray bar represent the exponent \( e \). Both elements are displayed using a linear scale from 0 to 10.

3. Visualization Method

Our new visual approach is the so-called width-scale bar chart (Fig. 2). This design is inspired by the scientific notation of num-
bers. Similar to the recent approaches [HSBW13, BDJ14], we split each value \( v \) into two parts to gain a tuple of mantissa \( m \) and exponent \( e \) so that \( v = m \times 10^e \). As visual variables, we choose \textit{width}, \textit{height} and \textit{color} due to the importance ranking by Bertin [Ber83, Car03]. The mantissa is linearly mapped to the height. The exponent is mapped to both the width of the bar and the color to facilitate readability. This assumption is based on [Rot16, HBF08], who propose to conjunct two visual variables to strengthen the graphic encoding of one attribute. Furthermore, the perception of the width is supported by the perceived brightness of the color [Few09, Bre15], i.e. a large value is darker than a small one. We chose an orange-yellow palette as it takes advantage of the fact that the human visual system has maximum sensitivity to luminance changes for the orange-yellow hue [LH92]. Additionally, it is suitable for color blind people [FFM+13]. With this setting all values can be displayed with one scale from 0 to 10.

4. Evaluation

LIN and LOG designs are common designs for bar charts to visualize data [HSBW13] whereas SSB [HSBW13] and OMM [BDJ14] specifically address the visualization of data with large value range in bar charts. Therefore, we decided to make all these four and our new design – the WSB– subjects of our user study.

Data To cover the same range as in comparable studies [HSBW13, BDJ14], all data were created as \( m \times 10^e \) with \( 1 \leq m < 10 \) and \( 0 < e \leq 4 \). The values within one data set were equally distributed within \( m \) and \( e \) so there were two values for every exponent in the set. In total we created 24 data sets.

Tasks In accordance with comparable studies concerning bar charts and data with large value range [HSBW13, BDJ14], we use these four tasks:

- **Task Value**: read the value
- **Task Sort**: sort all values in ascending order
- **Task Ratio**: determine the ratio of two values
- **Task Trend**: identify the trend in the data from the choice of linear, a logarithmic or an exponential, or none

Furthermore, these tasks are important tasks for exploration in visualization [TM04, AES05].

Task Sort is an extension of the extrema tasks used in previous studies [HSBW13, BDJ14], so the participants have to sort the whole data set. This has the advantage that not only the detection of smallest or largest value can be evaluated, but also creation of a sorted sequence. Ratio task differs from Value task. It asks for a multiplier of values rather than the value itself. Thus, the correct answer can be given in some cases without reading the values. For example, the ratio of 10 between 600 and 6,000 can be seen in OMM solely by difference in gray bar length (see Fig. 1d).

Experimental Setting A total of 136 participants (97 male, 29 female and 10 prefer not to say) took part in the study. The age distribution was from under 20 up to over 60, but the majority of the participants were between 20 and 30 years old (64%). We filtered out 21 participants, who did not answer the golden standard question correctly that checked for attention in the online study. In total, the distribution of the participants was as follows - filtered ones in parentheses: LIN 26 (2), LOG 25 (3), SSB 26 (4), OMM 22 (3), WSB 37 (9). A power analysis by Cohen [Coh13], performed with the R package [Hor20] pwr, supports the significance of these group sizes.

Procedure The study was set up with SoSci Survey [SoS03]. There was one task per page and the participants had to click the next button manually, so the given answer and the used time per task and participant could be stored. The visualizations had a resolution of 1000 \( \times \) 520 px. Because the study was online, we are not able to control the display size, the brightness and contrast but we recommended a 13” or larger computer screen to take part in the study.

To achieve a processing time of 10–15 minutes the study itself was conducted as a between-subject study [CGK12]. This decision was based on our pilot study. Each participant had to solve each task for six times with different data sets so overall there were \( 1[\text{design}] \times 4[\text{tasks}] \times 6[\text{repetitions}] = 24 \) tasks per participant.

The participants were recruited by advertising in lectures and online newsletters and word of mouth. In total, the recruiting phase was between Feb 2018 and Dec 2018. The participants were randomly assigned to one of the designs. We had a training phase introducing the study interface, explaining the visual design, to familiarize with the tasks. Each kind of task had to be solve once with direct feedback on the correctness. After all tasks the participants were asked to give feedback. The whole study is presented in supplementary material.

4.1. Analysis

For comparison with previous studies, we measure error (inaccuracy) and response times. These were logged in the system.

Log-Error In extension to the comparable studies of Hlawatsch et al. [HSBW13] and Borgo et al. [BDJ14], we decided to use the logarithmic error, as it indicates whether, if the given answer is wrong, it is too high or too low and if there is a mantissa error, an exponent error or both. Hlawatsch et al. [HSBW13] use \( e_1 = |1 - \frac{\text{resp}}{\text{real}}| \) as error. This tells us if a given answer is near to the correct answer or not. The drawback of this method is, that \( e_1 = |1 - 1/10| \) and \( e_2 = |1 - 100/1000| \) result in the same error value \( (e_1 = e_2 = 0.9) \) whereas the absolute error is quite different (9 resp. 900).
Borgo et al. [BDJ14] gave a 20% error tolerance to the correct value to decide on the answer’s correctness. This is done because the tasks Value and Ratio involved estimation of an unknown value and therefore answers contain uncertainty. The drawback is an inaccurate error value, because an answer is only either correct or not.

We define the error \( e_{\log} = \log(\text{response value}) - \log(\text{encoded value}) \), where response is the answer given by the participant and encoded is the correct answer, and call it Log-Error. This Log-Error is used to evaluate task Value and task Ratio. For task Sort and task Trend we use a binary error with true and false value resulting in an accuracy for these tasks. Subsequently, the accuracy value was transformed by calculating \( 1 - \text{accuracy} \) to get an error value and consistently maintain that smaller values represent better results.

4.2. Results
To perform our analysis we use a three-stage significant test for each task. Since we could not assume that the data is normally distributed in general, we first perform a Shapiro-Wilk test on the error values. Due to the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test (not normally distributed for each individual task) as second stage of the analysis, we used a Kruskal-Wallis test to determine statistical significance between the design. On the third stage as post-hoc analysis we used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for pairwise comparison of designs for tasks for which significance was found. All tests were performed with a standard significance level \( \alpha = 0.05 \), which was adjusted using a Bonferroni correction to \( \alpha = 0.005 \) for the post-hoc tests. Fig. 3 shows the mean error rates and mean response time for all tasks as well as p-values with pairwise significance.

Value Our WSB design performs best for both time and error. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant main effect in both error (\( \chi^2 = 82.24, p < 2.2e-16 \ll 0.05 \)) and time (\( \chi^2 = 142.24, p < 2.2e-16 \ll 0.05 \)).

Error values: The post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that WSB bar charts (\( \mu = 0.02 \)) perform significantly better than all other designs. The LOG design (\( \mu = 0.09 \)) performs second best. This corresponds to Hlawatsch et al. [HSBW13], but is in contrast to Borgo et al. [BDJ14], where the LOG design performed worst. This can be due to the differences in error measurement scale between Hlawatsch and Borgo. The SSB (\( \mu = 0.17 \)) and LIN (\( \mu = 0.18 \)) designs perform similar and better than the OMM design (\( \mu = 0.19 \)).

Mean response time: the WSB design has the fastest mean response time (\( \mu = 9.68s \)), followed by OMM design (\( \mu = 10.18s \)), LIN (\( \mu = 12.46s \)) and SSB (\( \mu = 14.89s \)). The LOG design takes the longest (\( \mu = 18.28s \)) and also has the largest standard deviation.

Sort The SSB design has very low errors similar to WSB design. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant main effect in both error (\( \chi^2 = 31.53, p < 2.4e-06 \ll 0.05 \)) and time (\( \chi^2 = 52.12, p < 1.3e-10 \ll 0.05 \)).

Error values: The post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows no significance between the two best designs: WSB and SSB. LOG design has larger error (\( \mu = 0.03 \)), however not significantly. LIN (\( \mu = 0.11 \)) and OMM (\( \mu = 0.38 \)) designs perform significantly worse.

Mean response time: Our WSB design (\( \mu = 27.38s \)) is significantly faster than all other designs. The LOG design (\( \mu = 30.61s \)) performs second best similar to the LIN design (\( \mu = 30.92s \)) but with significance. Although the SSB design has low value error, it has the second longest response time (\( \mu = 33.50s \)). The OMM design (\( \mu = 38.30s \)) has the highest times.

Ratio The SSB design performs best for this task similar to the WSB design. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant main effect in both error (\( \chi^2 = 199.57, p < 2.2e-16 \ll 0.05 \)) and time (\( \chi^2 = 81.76, p < 2.2e-16 \ll 0.05 \)).

Error values: The post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that SSB and WSB have lowest error rates (\( \mu = 0.05 \) resp. 0.08) without significant differences. The LOG (\( \mu = 0.10 \)) and OMM (\( \mu = 0.20 \)) designs perform significantly worse, but better than the LIN design (\( \mu = 0.31 \)).

Mean response time: The LIN design (\( \mu = 22.46s \)) has best response time while having the worst error value. The WSB (\( \mu = 26.89s \)) and the OMM design (\( \mu = 27.63s \)) have a similar response time but with significant difference. The SSB (\( \mu = 34.28s \)) and the LOG design (\( \mu = 34.65s \)) perform worst.

Trend The LIN and the SSB designs perform best for this task, whereas the LOG and the OMM perform worst. The WSB design has average performance. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant main effect in both error (\( \chi^2 = 199.57, p < 2.2e-16 \ll 0.05 \)) and time (\( \chi^2 = 81.76, p < 2.2e-16 \ll 0.05 \)).

Error values: The post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that the LIN (\( \mu = 0.06 \)) and the SSB (\( \mu = 0.07 \)) design perform best with significance to the WSB design (\( \mu = 0.19 \)). The OMM (\( \mu = 0.36 \)) and the LOG design (\( \mu = 0.36 \)) perform significantly worse.

Mean response time: The LIN design (\( \mu = 7.99s \)) has the best response time followed by the SSB design (\( \mu = 9.78s \)). The WSB design (\( \mu = 15.32s \)) requires twice as much time as the LIN design whereas the LOG (\( \mu = 20.95s \)) resp. the OMM (\( \mu = 21.12s \)) design require three times as much as time as the LIN design.

4.3. Extended Analysis and Results
For the extended analysis we defined error classes and investigate the sign of the errors. This is possible due to the fine-grained detail the Log-Error provides.

Error types: In addition to error size, we analyze the type of error occurring for large values: whether the error was only in mantissa, only in exponent or in both components. Table 1 shows that LIN and LOG designs have a larger amount of mantissa errors than SSB, OMM and WSB design. In the latter, the exponent error prevails. Interestingly, SSB design has only exponent errors, which indicated that participants had problems with the subdivision of the different scales.

Sign of errors The sign of errors shows, whether participants tend to over- or underestimate the correct value. Table 2 shows under-estimation of values for LOG and overestimation for SSB design. There is no tendency for LIN, OMM and WSB, but more importantly the error rate is much lower for our design.

Free feedback from the participants confirms the numeric analysis. Four out of eight participants mentioned "problems to read..."
In sum, this is our design ranking:

- **Task Value**: WSB < LOG < OMM ≤ LIN ≪ SSB
- **Task Sort**: SSB ≤ WSB < LOG ≤ OMM < LIN
- **Task Ratio**: SSB ≤ WSB < LOG ≤ OMM < LIN
- **Task Trend**: LIN ≤ SSB < WSB < OMM ≤ LOG

It means, our results are similar to the studies conducted during the development of the SSB [HSBW13] and the OMM [BDJ14].

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a new design approach to visualize data with large value range in bar charts. The empirical study with a comparable methodology to previous studies, has shown that our WSB design improves the accuracy and time of value reading tasks. It has no significant difference to the best performing designs for ratio and sorting/extrema tasks and shows average performance for trend analysis. Our design can be used for data in economics, e.g., gross domestic product, or in medicine, e.g., number of infected persons across countries. Our design can easily be extended to show data with positive and negative values by using color, e.g., blue and red. In the future, we will address the participant’s feedback and investigate the influence of double encoding and value ordering in the visual design. Furthermore, we have to investigate the scalability of our WSB, both for the data sets, regarding the number of data and the value range, and for displaying the WSB on smaller screens, such as mobiles or smartwatches.
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